Ethics, What Is It?
A belief about whether a decision or conduct is right or wrong, or commonly acceptable.

What Is Business Ethics?
It is an ethical discipline, which addresses the moral features of commercial activity.

The Do’s of Ethics

In School
- Maintain high academic honesty and integrity
- Promote positive peer influence on conducting academic ethics
- Understand and follow the Student Code of Conduct

Off-Campus
- Main high personal integrity
- Follow the NMSU Discipline Related Policies and Procedures (at http://deanofstudents.nmsu.edu/student-handbook/2-discipline-related-policies-and-procedures/alcohol-policy.html) for off-campus activities
- Promote positive peer influence on general moral practices

In Business Learning
- Understand and practice the Professional Standards/Expectations in business learning and conduct (at business.nmsu.edu/administration/ethics/)

The Don’ts of Ethics

In School Learning
- DON’T cheat and plagiarize
- DON’T engage in fabrication and deception
- DON’T involve in impersonation and sabotage

On-/Off-Campus
- DON’T conduct irresponsible consumption in alcohol and tobacco
- DON’T conduct and involve in drug using and violence
- DON’T involve in the harassment of any type

In Business Learning
- By reinforcing the business and professional knowledge, DON’T practice any unethical business behavior (e.g. bribery, fraud, etc.)
In The Real Business World:

Always understand and practice moral principles including (but not limited to):

- Anti-bribery and extortion
- Anti-corruption
- Anti-fraud
- Anti-discrimination
- Reinforcement on human rights
- Reinforcement on labor standard
- Reinforcement on environmental protection
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